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Everyone, young or old, likes 
learning about new things, but 
not everyone learns the same way.

Lectures don’t work for every 
learner, nor do textbooks.

Experience is the best teacher, and the best education 
would involve a lot of doing and experiencing.

Every learner is unique, and without the help of technol-
ogy, it is difficult for one teacher or parent to give personal 
attention to every single one of them.

We become what we learn, and a good education must 
help with what learners want to become.

I would like to try a system that creates memorable, tailor-
made learning experiences.

i n t r o d u c t i o n

Hello! And thank you for choosing 
Learnapt, the world’s first truly advanced 
personalised learning system that 
promotes a lifelong love for learning. Our 
books and software allow learners to learn 
in ways they enjoy the most, and bring 
about a long-term and all-round improve-
ment in their performance. Besides 
learning from comics, quizzes, pictures, 
games, videos, songs and other audio clips, 
or articles and other text, Learnapt users 
will also develop higher-order thinking, 
writing, and speaking skills with activ-
ities like Agree or Disagree?, Food for 
Thought, Discuss and Debate, Ideas for 
Action, morals, synopses, exercises, and 
much, much more.

Learnapt is best experienced with 
learnapt.com, which has a lot more than 
our books can accommodate. It also has 

a ‘smart engine’ that remembers what 
each learner likes or doesn’t like, and 
serves better content with repeated use. 
Mentors - parents and teachers - can also 
see how much of the syllabus the learners 
have completed, and more importantly, 
how they are learning - which videos they 
watch, articles they read, activities they 
carry out, and questions they answer. And 
based on this information, mentors can 
assign specific remedial tasks. Finally, less 
focus on lecturing groups and even more 
on helping individuals.

The people behind this project are artists, 
scientists, teachers, and technologists who 
have studied and worked in India, the US, 
and the UK. But more than that, we are a 
team that believes that joyful and practical 
education is our birthright.

Agree  
or  

Disagree?



User-friendly  
pocket-size A5 binding.

Includes lessons 
from Wikipedia and 

Khan Academy.

Helps higher-order 
thinking (HOT) skills

In-context quizzes;  
Read the question?  

Don’t know the correct 
answer?  

No bother! You learn 
something anyway simply 
by reading the questions!

Promotes whole-brain learning by mixing text and 
pictures

Available offline (books) 
and online (learnapt.com)

The most economic 
‘smart class’ solution. 
Schools can even use 

existing infrastructure.

S A L i E n t
F E At u r E S

Food for Thought
I think Saeeda’s mother was always ill, because...
This story tries to teach us...
Saeeda’s mother got well after she opened the doors and 
windows, because...
My own formula for keeping good health is...

Quiz 
9. Bengal nawabs refused to grant the Company conces-
sions, demanded large tributes for the Company’s right 
to trade, denied it any right to mint coins, and stopped 
it from extending its fortifications. These conflicts of in-
terests led to confrontations. Which famous battle did 
this finally culminate in?

a Battle of Plassey b Battle of Panipat

c Battle of Jhansi d Battle of Mysore
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Chapter-wise dictionary  
with  

Grammar,  
Pronunciation, 
and Examples.

Helps improve 
Speaking with 

Idioms and Phrasal Verbs
 
get over to recover from, 
or to overcome or master 
I used to get continuous night-
mares, but now the psyche must 
have gotten over it.

Slick original never-seen-before artwork

Word Power 
precious (adjective; ̍preʃ.əs) of great value because of being 
rare, expensive, or important Life is more precious than money.
prescribe (verb; prɪˈskraɪb) to say what medicine or treat-
ment someone should have The doctor prescribed her effective 
but costly medicine.

Ready to use  
resources  

for 
parents  

&  
teachers

Stuff for Parents and Teachers
Games to teach about health to children 
http://goo.gl/4nN5vz
Fish, Sea life, and Reptiles
http://goo.gl/mXavKw
Parenting Young, Gifted Children 
http://goo.gl/y6A8TM
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Word Power, Free Reads, Books on this Theme, Synopsis
Food for Thought
Songs on this Theme, Free Listening
Movies on this Theme, Free Videos, Outline & Fill Colour
Games 4 U, Ideas for Action
Food for Thought , Discuss and Debate
Agree or Disagree?, Moral


